
Safe Landing, Teen Substance Abuse Treatment Center, Opens 
in North Miami 
Safe Landing offers transformative care for teens struggling with substance abuse nationwide 

NORTH MIAMI, Fla., Nov. 09, 2017 (GLOBE 

NEWSWIRE) -- The substance abuse epidemic 

impacting all of the United States is devastating 

families, derailing promising futures, and threatening 

American communities. One of the largest, most 

underserved populations impacted by this epidemic 

are young people between the ages of 14 and 17. 

This is the age range many people living with 

substance abuse disorders begin the 

experimentation that leads to dependency. 

Intervention at this stage can be crucial to protecting 

future generations and ending the addiction 

epidemic once and for all. 

Recognizing the dire need for youth treatment of 

substance abuse and addiction, Niznik Behavioral 

Health opened a North Miami facility, Safe Landing, 

to help meet that need. With a specific focus on 

healing as a family and forming valuable tools and 

coping mechanisms, Safe Landing, drug rehab for 

teens, is dedicated to addressing this  crucial 

demographic and help end the epidemic once and for all. 

A representative of Safe Landing recovery for teens comments: 

“Our mission in providing addiction treatment to young people is to provide alternative, positive life options, 

inspire perseverance, and prove that it is possible to turn one’s life around. With the disease of addiction, 

early intervention can prevent years of undue suffering and strife, allowing your children and young adults 

to flourish and reach their full potential. We also understand that addiction affects the entire family and with 

teaching family members how to provide recovery support we aim to promote a home environment 

conducive to long-term recovery.” 

For more information and to sign up for our open house, visit safelandingrecovery.com. 

Contact: 

Info@safelandingrecovery.com 

About Safe Landing 

Under Niznik Behavioral Health, Safe Landing is an adolescent substance abuse treatment center in Miami, 

FL. Focusing on healing as a family, Safe Landing encourages parental involvement in the recovery 

process. Our treatment programs also include education support, life skills training, and behavioral therapy 

techniques. 
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Safe Landing is a Niznik Behavioral Health 
addiction recovery facility. 
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About Niznik Behavioral Health 

Niznik Behavioral Health is a national provider of behavioral health services for adolescents and adults 

across the United States. Dedicated to providing care to those in need, Niznik Behavioral Health facilities 

provide a variety of services designed to help one build a solid foundation for your clean and sober future. 

A photo accompanying this announcement is available at 
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